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About This Game

How long can your family survive during the sudden onset of winter?

You are the provider. The glue that holds this little family together. Unfortunately winter has come and you have no way of
weathering it. Instead of hunkering down and riding it out. You must now go out into the woods and find what survival you can.
You play as a fox, Mr. Fox. You are a predator and as such you hunt smaller animals and inside your burrow you need to keep

your family warm. Hunt for food and gather wood for the fire. Keep an eye on the time of day and weather. The forest is full of
opportunity. Your family is counting on you. Good luck.

This is my first finished project. I hope you enjoy playing it as much as I loved building it. I am working on a update for this
"Short Story" of a game. Thanks again for checking it out!
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Un jeu assumé dépouillé, tout en restant intéressant, Ebony Spire : Heresy propose de parcourir des donjons et de massacrer des
monstres, au tour par tour et case par case. C’est finalement un roguelike simple et sympa en vue subjective. Présentation vidéo.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R617JdVZabo. Cool little train with many liveries good for almost every route!. Thought
this game might be fun. Welp, it is not. First of all, a fill-up slider with punishing areas is a sh♥tty mechanic in general.
Secondly, most levels and objectives heavily rely on 'utilities' - different means of controlling the ball while it's flying, all of
which are finicky as well. Then you have bullsh♥t collectibles, flawed challenges, annoying sounds, camera and prompts. Yeah,
not very fun game.. This is a short game, but even so, the missions are very repetative. Even worse, the missions aren't
challenging in the least. Since the troops are weak and the whole village thing has a cap for every building type, you just end up
spamming your god powers until the AI is beaten into submission. With the limited amount of powers, it get very old very fast..
I know what you're thinking ( ಠ◡ಠ ) The H checks out chief, would fap again. Not bad. All around good game for the price..
This game isn't that hard, or wouldn't be that hard if the controls were better. The controls simply don't function on the level
they should. It feels like you are trying to push a brick through a vat of butter. Whatever that feels like. I typically like games
that are difficult and punishing. Unfortunately this game doesn't feel difficult it just is hard because the mechanics are broken..
awesome little game -- i like it :-)
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A very solid top-down racer that is well worth the money even in Early Access.

The game looks great, runs great, and the driving feels really good in that slide-around-corners arcadey way you want from a
game like this.

There is a wide variety of cars and a full progression and upgrade system in place for them.

The one thing missing at this point is a wider variety of environments and races. They have already added some new ones while
in Early Access, so as they add more it should only make the game even better.. Wow I gave this game a bad review at first
beacause thought controls were ridiculous but after practicing tutorials I have u turned...

THIS GAME IS TOTALLY AWESOME >>SERIOUSLY

I am a snowboarder my self and I'm hooked as its so damn realistic and beautiful...

Just one problem needs sorting...

Grinding and boardslides are a total joke...its impossible , easier in real life lol

Shame as other games that is often a highlight, they just need to update the rail grindig by allowing some sort of rail assistance,
just a small amount to help you get on it.

If this gets sorted then I give 100% if not....80%. Well It's complete (at least until more DLC comes out)
While this game has plenty of naughty bit for the pervy types out there, it's actually very fun to play with a unique development
system that encourages you to upgrade your equipment.
SPOILER Don't sell off all the goodies you find as you may need them for other crafting items.
Also tho it is not over apparent you can redo some of the quests mutiple time. If they are in white for me after completing them
once, you can do them again if you choose.
The publisher HappyHand is very helpful with questions in the discussions group, so if you get very stuck drop him/her a note,
but I will say that appears that others may be able to support you also.
. Interesting Video. I'm recommending it for the music alone, though the game itself could stand to be improved. For one,
there's no volume slider, forcing you to utilize your desktop audio mixer. Two, the levels have the same color scheme...mixing
up the atmosphere from level to level would have made the game seem a bit less repetitive.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vbFz7qoNlng. First one hour of game is good but next.... It's a very nice and cute game
indeed!. Honestly the best Lego game they ever made in my opinion. !NOTICE IF PLAYING ON WIN10! Enable VSync, that
way a very annoying glitch won't be triggered and you can play the game without problems. From my experience the glitch
doesn't happen on Win8.. ca needs to patch the game for windows 10. i enjoyed playing it on my old windows 7 computer. I
love how it starts and can't wait to play the full game!
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